Hawker Pacific Aerospace

Based in Sun Valley, USA, Hawker Pacific Aerospace is a specialist in landing gear and component services. Since 2002, the company has been a wholly owned subsidiary of Lufthansa Technik.

Service spectrum
The product range of Hawker Pacific Aerospace (HPA) includes landing gear (LDG) and component services for all major commercial aircraft types and various regional jets. The Sun Valley-based headquarters of Hawker Pacific Aerospace in the USA provides complete FAA and EASA-certified repair and overhaul of landing gears. All processes are carried out in-house, from cleaning, checking for corrosion and cracks, machining, chrome plating and re-painting. In addition, Hawker Pacific Aerospace repairs and overhauls a wide variety of hydraulic and helicopter components for its diverse international customer base.

In focus: More than landing gear overhaul
Hawker Pacific Aerospace operates as a full service provider. As part of the product spectrum, Hawker Pacific Aerospace offers exchange and loan services with access to more than 70 landing gear ship sets. The latest investments include A318 and Boeing 737NG, which further enhances the exchange options for customers. At Hawker Pacific Aerospace, FAA-certified Designated Engineering Representatives (DER) are available to approve new repair procedures. This enables parts to be saved from being scrapped. Furthermore, HPA can manufacture bushings needed for landing gear parts (with FAA Parts Manufacturer Approval) to support operators in controlling their maintenance budgets. A dedicated AOG support team is ready to travel to any destination. Typical AOG work includes axle changes, brake sleeve changes, shock strut seal changes, and troubleshooting. More than 40,000 parts are in stock and are offered to all operators.

Outlook
Due to the increase in the number of aircraft in service around the world, demand for component and landing gear overhaul is rising. To meet this demand, Hawker Pacific Aerospace is continuously investing in new technologies and advanced repair procedures. The implementation of its Lean philosophy in all workshops helps HPA to continuously improve its turnaround time and customer satisfaction.
Landing Gear Services

- A300, A310
- A318, A319, A320, A321
- 737 Classic
- 737NG
- 757
- 767
- DC-10
- MD-8
- MD-10
- MD-11
- CRJ700/900
- ERJ 135/145
- Embraer 170/175/190/195

Additional Services

- Engineering service
- LRU services
- Spare parts support
- Landing gear services for helicopters
- AOG support team, 24/7 customer service
- Designated Engineering Representative (DER)
- Warranty
- On-wing support
- PMA development

Contact
Hawker Pacific Aerospace
11240 Sherman Way
Sun Valley, CA 91352-4942
USA

Phone +1-818-765-6201 ext. -360
Fax +1-818-765-8073
sales@hawker.com
www.hawker.com